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MOSES ELIAS LEVY
An Early Florida Pioneer and the Father of
Florida’s First Senator
By LEON HUHNER
Never before has there been an instance of the
formation of a great nation like our own, in which
so many different races and nationalities have taken
part. The sturdy English, the thrifty Scotch, the
buoyant Irish, the Spaniards, Germans, French,
Italians, Dutch, Scandinavians and others are all
represented in our country’s fabric, irrespective of
their religious tenets or affiliations. And so it is
not surprising to find that Jews were also among
these pioneers. Though but few in number, they
appear in every one of the original thirteen colonies
throughout the colonial and revolutionary periods,
and also later on in the gradual expansion of the
republic.
Moses Elias Levy was born at Mogador in
Morocco about 1782. 1 He was descended from one
of the many Jewish families who had been expelled
from the Iberian peninsula toward the close of the
fifteenth century and had found refuge in northern
Africa. Tradition has it that the family name was
Because of the limitations of space some notes have been
omitted and references condensed, but the sources of all statements made in this paper may be found in the various government
publications cited throughout, as well as in the various historical
works quoted. This paper was read before the Florida Historical
Society at its last annual meetings.
1. See recital in grant of citizenship, 1831, which contains the
recital of the previous grant of citizenship of 1822. See also
House Document No. 10, 27th Congress, First Session, pp.
10, 17 and report by Mr. Halstead, House Document No. 510,
56th Congress, Second Session p. 25 etc. Chester A. Rowell
“A Historical and Legal Digest of All Contested Election
Cases in the House of Representatives in the United States,
Washington, 1901. Barton report 27th Congress, p. 114.
House Report No. 450, 27th Congress, Second Session, Vol.
II p. 76.
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Yulee, 2 but as a matter of fact the subject of this
sketch never used that name, and throughout his
entire career never went by any other name than
that of Levy. 3 According to this tradition, his father
had been a grand vizier at the court of the Emperor
of Morocco and had discovered a conspiracy on the
part of the heir apparent to dethrone the emperor.
He had disclosed the plot, and its consequent failure
resulted in the imprisonment of the young prince.
By this, Levy’s father had incurred the bitter hatred
of the prince and when the latter eventually came to
the throne the vizier at once realized his dangerous
position and fled with his family to Gibralter where
he left them, while he himself went on to Egypt
where he died shortly afterward. 4
Moses E. Levy was brought up at Gibralter, but
while still very young he obtained a position as
supercargo on a vessel bound for the West Indies.
He finally settled at St. Thomas in 1800, when he
was about 19 years of age. 5 His mother and sister
appear to have left Gibralter also and to have settled
2. This statement appears in a letter written by Mr. George R.
Fairbanks, who had been Levy’s attorney and published in
this Quarterly, January 1940. Mr. Fairbanks states that he
had obtained the information from Moses Levy and had told
it to Levy’s son about the time when the latter became the
first senator from Florida in 1845. Aside from the Fairbanks
letter, this family tradition appears nowhere else.
3. Neither in his application for citizenship nor in his testimony
before the Congressional committee, nor in connection with
any of his extensive land and business transactions both here
and abroad is there any suggestion that his name had ever
been other than Levy, and all the members of his family bore
that name until the Senator made the change above referred
to. See also George B. Utley in Magazine of History Vol.
III p. 79.
4. These statements likewise appear in the letter of Mr. George
R. Fairbanks above referred to as having been given him by
Moses E. Levy, but as stated do not appear elsewhere. They
are repeated however in the interesting sketch “Senator
Yulee” written by the Senator’s son Mr. C. Wickliffe Yulee
which appeared in this Quarterly, Vol. II, Nos. 1 and 2.
(1909)
5. House Report No. 450, 27th Cong. 2nd Sess. Vol. II, p. 25,
76, etc.
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in Porto Rico, but they too eventually migrated to
St. Thomas. Young Levy engaged in the lumber
business and soon accumulated a considerable
fortune. 6
For many generations the island of St. Thomas
had possessed a large and influential Jewish community. 7 While still in his early twenties, Levy married a lady belonging to one of the respected families
of the island, whose first name was Hannah, 8 but
whose maiden name I have thus far been unable to
ascertain. In 1804 there was born his first son,
whom he named Elias, 9 while his second son named
David was born at St. Thomas on June 2, 1810. 10 It
was David who later had a distinguished career and
became the first senator from the state of Florida.
Two daughters were also born to the young couple,
the one named Rahma, and the other Rachel, 11 while
a sister of Moses Levy, likewise named Rachel, who
had come with her mother from Gibralter, later
married Joseph Benlisa, a resident of St. Thomas.
6. 705, 24th Cong. 1st Sess. Vol. III; 87, 5th Cong. 2nd Sess. Vol.
I: 238. 25th Cong. 3rd Sess. Vol I.
7. See Publications of American Jewish Historical Society (35
Volumes) particularly Vol. 27. Also Jewish Encyclopedia.
8. This appears from the entry of the birth of his son Elias in
the records of the Hebrew Congregation at St. Thomas. I
obtained a transcript thereof through the courtesy of the local
minister the Rev. M. D. Sasso.
9. The Rev. M. D. Sasso, Minister of the Hebrew Congregation
at St. Thomas has kindly examined the Protocol of Births of
the Congregation at St. Thomas (Protocol B 1786-1848)
which contains the following entry, “Elias Levy son of Moses
Elias Levy and Hannah Levy was born at St. Thomas on
February 2, 1802.”
10. House Report No. 450, 27th Cong. 2nd, Vol. 11 p. 25 also p.
73 etc. See also Rowell report supra.
11. All the four children are mentioned in the Will of Moses E.
Levy to which reference will be made hereafter. His daughter Rahma married Jonathan M. DaCosta of St. Thomas and
became the mother of Dr. Jacob Mendes DaCosta one of the
leading American physicians of his day and of Charles DaCosta who became one of the leaders of the New York Bar.
His daughter Rachel married Abraham Pretto Henriques
likewise of St. Thomas.
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Moses Levy continued as a prosperous merchant
on the island until 1816 when he removed to Havana,
Cuba, where he became a contractor for the government in furnishing supplies to the army. 12 Shortly
after his arrival, however, he became intensely interested in Florida, which was then part of the vast
domain known as the Intendency of Cuba, the governor of that island administering the affairs of
Florida as well.
With unusual vision Levy realized the wonderful
possibilities of Florida and with the ardor of the
Spanish adventurers of old he dreamed of the brilliant future in store for so promising a country and
of the revenue which might be obtained from its
colonization and development. 13
There was, however, an additional incentive.
Throughout his entire life Levy was ardently devoted to his own people and to the ancient faith. It
therefore naturally occurred to him that there might
be established in that vast domain a settlement for
the downtrodden members of his race in Europe, and
that he might be able to bring numbers of them
across the sea and establish in Florida a colony of
Jewish people as a refuge and religious community. 14
With this plan in mind, he began to negotiate for
the purchase of large tracts of land there, and in
1816 went to England in connection with his plan for
colonization. 15
While in London in 1816 he met a German Jew,
Frederick S. Warburg of Hamburg, who was probably a member of the famous banking family of that
name. The latter informed him that he himself had
come to England on behalf of some German fami12. House Report No. 450, 27th Congress, 2nd II 5, 25, 76, etc.
13. House 450, 27th Cong. 2nd II 5, 25 etc.
14. Ibid. 56 etc. Also letter of George R. Fairbanks above referred to.
15. House 450, 27th Cong. 2nd II. 56, 141-7 etc.
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lies, without regard to race however, who desired to
emigrate to the New World and who had commissioned him to find for them a suitable site on which
vine culture might be successful. 16 Levy at once
explained to Warburg his own plan and at the same
time suggested to him that Florida would be the
most suitable place for the group of settlers in whom
Warburg was interested.
Shortly thereafter Levy returned to Cuba and
on his arrival found that something had happened
which might be of service to his plan. This was the
recent grant of a vast tract of land in Alachua, which
had just been made to Don Fernando de la Maza
Arredondo. 17
Arredondo, a resident of St. Augustine in 1811,
had been of the greatest service to the Spanish authorities in raising an army and collecting troops for
the protection of that city during a formidable rebellion. 18 He had repeatedly petitioned the Spanish
government for a grant as a reward for his services,
and by royal decree, dated September 3, 1817, the
King of Spain had finally granted him ‘‘four leagues
of land to each wind.” This tract contained 289,000
acres in Alachua, but the grant also contained the
condition that the grantee must settle thereon two
hundred Spanish families and begin such establishment within three years. 19
At this time General Andrew Jackson, in subduing
the Indians in Florida, destroyed the town of Alachua. 20 The whole country was swarming with
hostile Indians and this proved a formidable barrier
to colonization. Business in Florida was now at a
16. Deposition of Frederick S. Warburg before Congressional
Committee, House 450 141-147 (Exhibit No. 17) Also F. W.
Buchholz “History of Alachua County, Florida” (Gainesville)
42-52.
17. House 450 supra pp. 25 etc. Also Buchholz supra.

18. Buchholz 42-52. Also Congressional reports above cited.
19. Ibid.
20. Ibid. Also George R. Fairbanks “History of Florida.” 266-7.
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low ebb, while the impoverished Spanish government could not protect any settlers except those in
the immediate vicinity of St. Augustine. Immigration from Europe and from the United States had
practically stopped.
Levy saw that the Spanish dominion in Florida
was doomed and that the only salvation for the
country lay in its being taken over by the United
States. He was convinced that Florida would then
hold a future of unlimited possibilities.
Early in 1818 he visited the United States, stopping at Charleston, Philadelphia and New York. 21
He grew enthusiastic over our free institutions and
it appears he actually contemplated settling here for
good, but his affairs at the time did not permit him
to do so. 22
His dream of a great colony in Florida gave him
no rest, and upon returning to Cuba he at once
purchased a large tract of land at Alligator Creek
and provided in the contract that part of the purchase money was to be paid only when Florida was
actually ceded to the United States. 23
The question of the dispute between the United
States and Spain as to the territories claimed by
each was finally ended by the cession of Florida to
the United States in 1819. The actual transfer however was to take place later and the date for the
exchange of flags was finally fixed for July 17, 1821.
21. See Barton’s report; 705, 24th Cong. 1st III.
22. House Report 450 supra p. 108.
23. House 15, 27th Cong. 3rd II p. 10 etc., which gives Levy’s
deposition as follows : “I left Havana in the fall of 1820 for
Charleston, when I learned the treaty with Spain and this
country was ratified and the proposed project from that time
occupied my individual mind. I spent the winter and spring
in Norfolk, New York and Philadelphia engaged in the object
which filled my mind - colonizing. Well, I left early in the
middle of June for Florida. I had made arrangements with
some gentleman there for the establishment of two or three
sugar plantations upon my land, and carried with me from
Philadelphia a person to manage my place.” See also House
Report No. 10, Exhibit 12.
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When the treaty was ratified, Levy became more
enthusiastic than ever. He had come to the conclusion, however, that Alachua was better suited for
immediate development than was the land he had
purchased, and shortly afterwards he traded the
latter with Arredondo for a share in the great
Alachua Grant. 24 Through his agents Hernandez
and Cheaviteau of Havana, Levy purchased about
52,900 acres of land in the same province and paid
$40,000 therefor. 25 During all this time he had also
kept in touch with Warburg who was still in London.
As the Arredondo Grant contained the express provision that the grantee must proceed to settle 200
families thereon within three years, Levy soon
realized that he could not limit himself to a particular class in the selection of settlers, but that it
was imperative to secure them without regard to
race or creed as speedily as possible in order to
comply with the condition. He thereupon at once
modified his plan and engaged Warburg to secure
the necessary settlers. 26
Shortly afterward, in 1820, he wrote to his agent
that the land was ready and that the colonists designed for settlement might be sent on.
The next important step was to secure provisions
and equipment for the settlers when they arrived,
and with the same tireless energy that characterized
the man throughout we find that he immediately
purchased in Cuba a large quantity of sugar cane
for planting, 27 and historians inform us that this
24. Buchholz supra 42-52.
25. See Contested election case of David Levy. Levy vs. Arredondo
in transcript of records of Supreme Court of United States,
1838, II 912, 933, 936. Rowell supra; Barton’s report, Executive Documents XI, 18th Congress, First Session p. 74. Also
Levy vs. United States in which the report recommends the
confirmation of his claim to 36,000 acres in Alachua County.
Also Ibid. p. 84 confirming 14,500 acres.
26. House Report 450 supra 459.
27. Barton’s report supra.
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was the first sugar cane imported into this country. 28
He also purchased various fruit trees and seeds for
his plantations. In August 1821 we find him at
Charleston, South Carolina, 29 and in December of
that year at Savannah, in order to expedite the sending of supplies.
In the interests of his ambitious plans Levy again
came to New York early in 1821 and in February of
that year we find him in Philadelphia. In order to
make sure of American citizenship, he appeared before the United States Circuit Court there on June
8, 1821 and declared his intention to become a citizen
of the United States. 30 Thence he went to Charleston and from there proceeded to St. Augustine.
Throughout his absence, Mr. Forbes, the mayor of
St. Augustine, had acted as his agent in regard to
his possessions. 31
We must here digress for a space concerning a
matter which became of great importance later when
his son David Levy had started on his distinguished
political career. It has already been mentioned that
July 17, 1821, was the date fixed for the exchange of
flags and for the actual transfer of Florida by Spain
to the United States. It had also been especially
provided that all persons who were residents of
Florida on that date should automatically become
citizens of the United States.
As Levy had large interests in Florida and as
citizenship was of great importance to him, he proceeded to make his various preparations and pur28. See long article in Florida Herald and Southern Democrat
(St. Augustine) December 31, 1841.
29. House Report No. 450 supra pp. 9, 76-96. On his way from
St. Augustine to Charleston Levy again wrote to Frederick S.
Warburg of London. This letter is dated “At Sea on my return
from St. Augustine to Charleston August 6, 1821,” and de
scribes the 53,000 acres he had purchased in Florida. Ibid.
59. Also House Document No. 15, 27th Cong. 3rd II 10 etc.
30. House Report No. 450 supra p. 60 etc.
31. House Report 450 supra 76-95.
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chases for his plantation long before the date mentioned as above stated. He finally set out from
Charleston allowing sufficient time to reach St.
Augustine by the date fixed, but unfortunately for
him the ship had been becalmed and was delayed
for about eight days along the Florida coast and
within sight of land. 32 There was no doubt whatever that Levy arrived at St. Augustine some time
in July 1821, and no special notice was taken of the
exact date of his arrival. When, however, some
months later it became important to fix the exact
date, Levy himself seems to have been uncertain
whether he had arrived before July 17th or a few
days later. Years afterward, as we shall see, this
became a very important issue. 33 Many witnesses
were then examined on the point by a Congressional
committee and there was a hopeless conflict of testimony, although all witnesses agreed that he had
arrived some time in July 1821.
Levy’s arrival seems to have been a notable
occasion for the new American possession. Here
was a man of means who had come to Florida with
a view of establishing and equipping a considerable
plantation and to maintain it until it proved successful. Accordingly we find that a dinner was
given to him shortly after his arrival and he soon
became acquainted with the foremost residents of
St. Augustine. 34
In order to make a proper record of those who
had acquired citizenship in the new territory, General Jackson, who had been appointed governor of
the territory, issued a rule requiring the mayors of
St. Augustine and Pensacola to open registers and
32. Ibid. Also House Document No. 15 supra pp. 10 etc.
33. This occurred when the question was raised whether his
son, the future senator, could hold office. See contested
election case of David Levy in House Report 450 supra.
34. Ibid. Testimony of Abby Dexter before the Congressional committee.
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record therein the names of all who were inhabitants
on July 17, 1821. This was accordingly done, and
on March 4th, 1822, we find that Levy registered as
such resident, describing himself as a planter, aged
forty. 35 He renounced his allegiance to the King
of Denmark to whom St. Thomas belonged and took
the oath of allegiance to the United States. Being a
man of scrupulous honesty, however, he set forth in
his petition all the facts, stating his recollection that
the ship had been becalmed for several days and that
therefore he may not have arrived at St. Augustine
exactly on July 17, but also setting forth that he bad
purchased lands in Florida long before with a view
of settling there, and that he had actually declared
his intention of becoming a citizen at Philadelphia
in February of the preceding year. 36 He had certainly done his best to arrive in time, and if he was
not in Florida on the 17th, he was certainly in sight
of its shore for some time before that date. His
petition was granted and he received a certificate of
citizenship on March 23, 1822. 37 His wife must have
died prior to that date for in his petition he described himself as single. Several other Jews were
naturalized at St. Augustine at about the same
time. 38 Thereafter the matter of the date of his arrival received no further attention and he was regarded as one of the earliest citizens of the territory.
Levy now devoted all his energies to his plantations and became wrapped up, heart and soul, in the
welfare of Florida. He was looked upon as one of
35. Ibid. Also Bartlett, Cases of Contested Elections in Congress
1834-65 (Washington, 1865).
36. See citations under notes 25.
37. A copy of this certificate is incorporated in the subsequent
certificate issued to Levy in 1831.
38. House Report No. 459 supra p. 123. Among such names are
George Levy, age 26, single, planter from London. Lewis
Solomon, age 30, single, watchmaker from London. Levy M.
Rodenberg, age 29, single, grocer from Amsterdam. Isaac
Hendricks, age 47, married, planter from South Carolina.
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its foremost citizens, not only as the owner of vast
lands but also as a man of other independent means.
In an affidavit verified June 19, 1822, he describes
himself “as the sole owner of the schooner boat
‘Fly’, now lying in the harbor of St. Augustine." 39
As we have seen, he was anxious to begin actual
colonization as soon as possible and that matter was
uppermost in his mind. In fact, we find that he
had actually written a letter to Warburg on the subject. Immediately upon his arrival he went to his
land and built thereon an extensive plant for manufacturing sugar. Early in 1822 Warburg arrived
with a group of colonists, some of them from Germany and France; among the latter being the Chateauneuf family, while others came from upper New
York and from New Jersey as well. 40 It appears
that about thirty had come from New York and
these were supported by him at Alachua. Levy’s
expense in connection with his colonists had
amounted to $11,000.
Throughout his life Levy was an opponent of
human slavery and had repeatedly both written and
spoken against that institution, 41 but in establishing his plantations he soon realized that slave labor
was absolutely essential in the wilderness and he
therefore purchased negroes for that purpose.
Some difficulties now developed in regard to the
title to the two tracts which he had purchased from
Arredondo and in order to avoid litigation an exchange was made between them on January 22, 1822,
whereby Levy received, on certain conditions, onefourth of the entire Arredondo Grant, which was
24 miles square. 42
39. Ibid. 47.

40. Executive Documents, Vol. X I supra pp. 70, 343-344.
41. See citations in note 64.
42. Florida Herald and Southern Democrat, St. Augustine, December 31, 1841. Also the Congressional reports above cited.
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But even this vast territory did not satisfy Levy’s
ambition. Throughout 1822 he continued to add to
his holdings, making purchases from Antonio Fernandez Mier, who was probably a Jew, and from other
grantors as well. 43 He added thousands of acres to
the land which he owned, some at Alligator creek,
on the St. Johns river near Lake George, at Black
creek, Cedar swamp, Travers Land, Cassonvilla,
Charcola and other places, besides the land which
he owned in Alachua county where his chief holdings
were located. 44 He continued making such purchases for several years in other parts of the territory, including land at Tampa bay. In some of his
transactions there figure Abraham M. Cohen of
Philadelphia and Isaac Hendricks.
He commenced planting sugar cane in January
1822 at a place called Volutia, about eight miles
above Lake George on the St. Johns river. 45 He
also developed a place opposite this plantation which
he called “Hope Hill.” His first colony in Alachua
county was named “Pilgrimage” and he hired one
Anthony Rutant to superintend it. 46 When the latter arrived some time in 1822, twenty-five acres
had already been cleared and planted with corn
and Levy advanced $1,000 for equipment and dry
goods for the settlers.
On February 18, 1822, we find Levy making an
agreement at Micanopy for a number of other improvements including the erection of fifteen houses
in Alachua. 47 In May of that year he brought
a whole cargo of sugar cane from Cuba. He also
brought a quantity of tropical fruit, roots and seed
43. House report No. 450 supra Exhibit 12 p. 49. Executive Documents, Vol. XI supra pp. 130, 223, 256, 258, 311-316.
44. Ibid. Also Buchholz supra pp. 42-52; also note 71 infra.
45. Contested election case of David Levy supra.
46. Buchholz supra 42-52.
47. Florida Herald and Southern Democrat (St. Augustine, December 31, 1841) and the various Congressional reports above.
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and built an extensive plant for manufacturing
sugar. Nor was this all. His plans were not merely
ambitious but they were scientific as well, and he
now engaged persons to cultivate the vine, the olive
and other products from the south of France. 48 By
the end of 1822 he had actually expended $18,000
in connection with his plantations.
Though Warburg had brought on some colonists
in 1822, Levy kept incessantly urging him to continue his efforts in that direction and as Warburg
later testified he was active in securing colonists
for several years thereafter. 49 Nor was the original
plan to assist his own people forgotten, for Levy
continued to make efforts to attract Jewish refugees,
and this appears from one of the German newspapers as late as November, 1825. 50
With characteristic energy, he advanced the work
of colonization in various ways. In 1823 a road was
built with adequate bridges wide enough for wheeled
vehicles to Picolata, 45 miles away. Dwellings were
erected for the colonists together with an outhouse,
stable, cornhouse and a blacksmith’s shop, while a
supply of corn was housed, sufficient to maintain
the settlers for a year.
During July 1823 the settlement in Micanopy had
increased from. thirteen houses, the largest of which
was 25x30, to twenty-five houses, with frames up
for ten others. Water power also was established,
and Levy built for himself what was styled a mansion where he resided on his own plantation in the
heart of the wilderness, though his family continued
to reside at St. Augustine.
Before a Congressional committee a number of
years later, F. P. Sanchez and other witnesses testi48. Ibid.
49. House Report No. 450 supra pp. 141-7. See also Exhibit No.
17 Deposition of Frederick S. Warburg.
50. Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums 1868 Vol. 32 p. 346.
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fied that “in spite of the hazard of Indians, Moses
E. Levy had spent more than $18,000 in establishing
families, furnishing provisions, building houses, and
for clothing for the settlers." 51
It appears that Arredondo had also sold portions
of his grant to various parties, quite a number of
whom resided in New York and these had formed
a land committee of their own. 52 For several years
thereafter Levy made frequent trips to New York,
holding meetings with the New York committee to
discuss matters of importance as they came up, and
later on we find that the various owners were incorporated as the Alachua Land Company in order
to prosecute various actions to clear up questions
of title. 53
As the property improved litigation had broken
out concerning not merely the titles to the land but
among the various interests as well. These law suits
continued for many years and in them eminent counsel appeared for the various parties. 54 One important question of title had arisen concerning the
entire grant itself, for it was claimed that the Arredondo Grant had become void, because the required 200 families had not been settled there within
the time limited. This matter was fully threshed
out in 1829, and Judge Joseph L. Smith of the
51. Florida Herald and Southern Democrat (December 31, 1841.)
House Report No. 450 supra. Also Executive Document No.
156, 18th Cong. 1st pp. 75, 313, 343, 244, 350, 353, 355-6.
52. See court record at St. Augustine in ease of John H. Brush
et al vs. Moses E. Levy et al (File Case B-8) where the
statement as well as the committee’s proceedings appear. See
also St. John’s County archives File Case D-4. I am indebted
to Mrs. Katherine S. Lawson for this reference.
53. See St. John’s County Archives at St. Augstine File Case D-4
which contains an agreement by the Company as well as its
offer of retainer to Hon. Joseph M. White to act as its
attorney.
54. See “Spanish Papers and Arredondo Suits Exhibits in Office
of Clerk of Circuit Court at St. Augustine. Also Letter of
George R. Fairbanks supra. Also St. John’s County Archives
File Case D-4. Mr. Berrian of Georgia had been suggested
as Counsel.
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Superior Court for the District of East Florida,
in an elaborate opinion rendered in November 1830,
held that this provision of the grant merely contemplated that the colonization of 200 families must
be commenced within the time limited, even though
a much longer time might have been necessary to
actually settle that number. He therefore held that
the grant and the titles thereunder were valid. 55
When Levy visited the United States in 1819 he
had brought with him his two young sons. The older,
Elias, was sent to Harvard. He did not graduate
however, but left during his sophomore year in
October 1823. 56 The younger son, David the future
senator, was about nine years of age at the time of
his arrival and in order to give him better educational advantages than could be obtained in Cuba,
Levy placed him with his intimate friend Moses
Myers, who was then one of the leading citizens of
Norfolk, Virginia, 57 a man who had held public office and who later became the representative of the
French Republic in the United States. At Norfolk
young David Levy remained from 1819 to 1827. 58
One of the documents produced at the Congressional hearing later on mentions that Levy’s family
in 1823 consisted of four children, all of whom except
David resided in London. 59 This may account for
55. See “Opinion of Honorable Joseph L. Smith, Judge of the
Superior Court for the District of East Florida upon the Claim
of Fernando de la Maza Arredondo and others against United
States.” Charleston, 1831.
56. House Report No. 450 supra p. 67. Also Records of Harvard
College, where his residence is given as St. Augustine, E. F.
57. See Eminent and Representative Men of Virginia and the
District of Columbia. (Madison, 1893, p. 523). See also Acts
of Virginia December 23, 1792.
58. Miscellaneous Documents No. 57 supra pp. 41 etc.
59. House Report No. 450 supra pp. 56 and 58. Bartlett supra;
Rowell supra. His son Elias Yulee is probably the person of
that name who subsequently became Receiver of Olympia,
Washington Territory. I am informed that Elias Levy married a relative whose name was likewise Levy, Their grandson is the present mayor of Orlando, Samuel Yulee Way.
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the fact that Elias was taken out of Harvard, and
as no mention is made of Levy’s wife in the document referred to, and as he is described as single
in the certificate of citizenship issued in 1822, it is
fair to assume that she had died before that date.
Subsequently Elias returned to America, but it
appears that both sons had incurred their father’s
displeasure and that he had cut off their allowance
in 1827. Various reasons have been given for this,
the most probable one being that both young men
had become lavish spenders, and had worried their
father with money matters. Both sons thereupon
went to their father’s plantations in Alachua where
they continued to reside until 1831. 60 It seems,
however, that the father had become reconciled with
them in the meantime and had allowed them to manage one of his plantations there.
Mention has been made heretofore of Levy’s great
interest in his own people. Throughout his entire
life he was a professing Jew, and during his visit
to the United States in February 1821, we find that
he formed intimate friendship with prominent members of his faith in the various cities he visited.
Among these may be mentioned Dr. Daniel L. Maduro Peixotto, the son of the Minister of the famous
Spanish and Portuguese Congregation at New
York. 61 This gentleman later became one of the
foremost figures in the annals of early American
medicine, and was president of the Medical Society
60. House Report 450 pp. 66-73.
61. House Report No. 450 supra p. 59. From a letter by Levy
to Warburg about this time there appears his deep devotion
to his people and to his faith. In this letter he says “My
residence will be wherever the seminary intended is established for there I intend to live or die. If the place is established by the Jewish community in America, the place will, I
believe be Pennsylvania, to which I will sacrifice the flattering prospects which my lands in Florida promise, and sell
off.” The seminary referred to was never established however.
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of the County of New York 62 To him Levy told of
his ambitious plans for colonization in Florida and
of the great lands which he had purchased there.
In 1825 Levy went to Europe in connection with
his various business enterprises and remained for
about three years. During that time he attracted
considerable attention in a literary way. He made
addresses in opposition to slavery, condemning it
as an inhuman institution, and he also engaged in
various controversies in defense of his own people.
In 1827 and again in 1828 he engaged in one such
controversy with a Mr. Forster. An account of this
controversy was published in England in 1829, and
shows that Levy had made a reputation both as a
speaker and a writer. This rare pamphlet is entitled “Letter Concerning the Present Condition of
the Jews, Being a Correspondence between Mr.
Forster and Mr. Levy." 63 In the preface appears
the following statement. “Mr. Levy by his conduct
and discourses at the meetings of Jews and Christians over which he presided, by his writings on the
subjects of discussion at those meetings, as also by
his plan for the abolition of negro slavery, made his
name so well known as to render any further introduction of him to public notice unnecessary.” All
the letters are signed “Moses E. Levy,” and on
the last of them, dated August 28, 1828, he mentions
the fact that he is on the eve of his departure for
America. 64
Another similar work appeared at York, England,
62. Appleton’s Cyclopedia of American Biography Vol. IV. Also
J. R. Kagan “Jewish Contributions to Medicine in America”
(Boston, 1939 pp. 10-12).
63. This pamphlet contains 83 pages and bears the imprint
London, J. Hatchard & Son, 187 Piccadilly 1829.”
64. In this letter also mentions in closing a pamphlet on the
slavery question. These data were brought to my attention
by Dr. Albert M. Hyamson through the courtsey of Mr. A. M.
Friedenberg.
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in 1829, 65 and gives an account of Levy’s controversy with Captain Thomas Thrush of the Royal
Navy. This rare pamphlet is entitled “Letters to
the Jews, particularly addressed to Mr. Levy of
Florida, with a Copy of a Speech said to have been
delivered by him at a meeting of Christians and
Jews in London in May, 1828.”
After his return to America Levy continued his
defense of his people on various occasions and in
an address delivered in 1830 by Dr. Daniel L. M.
Peixotto, then Vice-President of the Medical Society
of New York, appears the following statement:
“The transactions of the Philo-Judaean Society
possess great interest, and for the independent stand
which he took in the long neglected cause of his
people, Moses E. Levy, Esq., of Florida, whom I am
pleased to call my friend, deserves the gratitude and
love of his brethren. The highest testimonials of
approbation have been showered upon him by the
other denominations." 66 There is further mention
of Levy in the same connection. 67
But this was not by any means the extent of
Levy’s public activity. Throughout his entire life,
he was public spirited and naturally intensely devoted to the welfare of Florida, where his great
interests were centered. From the time of his arrival he played a very prominent part and as has
been said was regarded as one of the leading citizens
of St. Augustine.
65. Thomas Thrush (Late Captain Royal Navy) “Letters to the
Jews With a Copy of a Speech said to have been Delivered
by Mr. Levy of Florida” (York, 1829). This pamphlet is
also listed on p. 74 as No. 431 of Jacobs & Wolf’s “Bibliotheca Anglo-Judaica” 125. The speech referred to as delivered by Mr. Levy of Florida, was published in “The World”
(London) May 28, 1828, 126.
66. “Discourse before the Society for the Education of Orphan
Children” by Dr. Daniel L. M. Peixotto VP of the Medical
Society of the City and County of New York (1830).
67. Gazette and Daily Advertiser, February 15, 1828.
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Though the population of the territory was still
predominantly Spanish, Levy had become so enthusiastic about American institutions that he sought
to introduce American ideas and the lofty principles
of American citizenship wherever possible. 68 In
1822, shortly after his arrival, it is stated that he
lectured extensively and became active in all progressive movements, particularly in connection with
education. He wrote for the press on a great variety
of subjects, mainly political, and used as his pen
name the words “Yulee” “Eubates” and other
names. Between 1822 and 1824 he energetically
advocated the establishment of a court of arbitration, in order to avoid expensive litigation, and he
also fathered other judicial reforms. In 1824 he
had the satisfaction that his various suggestions
were embodied in the Judiciary Act of the territory.
From the testimony of one of the witnesses before
the Congressional committee, who had been connected with journalism in Florida, We learn that in
1822 and 1823 he frequently contributed to the East
Florida Herald, and that “he was always deeply
solicitous of the welfare and prosperity of the territory.”
Again in 1825 when M. Letimondi, the Spanish
consul in East Florida, celebrated the adoption of
the Spanish constitution, it is stated that the decorations, as well as other portions of the arrangements
in St. Augustine, were gotten up under Levy’s direction, and that these included a transparency in the
public square representing the transfer of Florida
to the United States. 69 The account of the celebration, in the Florida Herald, was written in part by
him. He continued his political and social activities
68. Ibid. House Report 450 supra pp. 66 etc. Testimony of
James M. Gould.
69. Testimony of James M. Gould before Congressional Committee.
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for many years, and throughout 1831 and 1832 is
mentioned as exceptionally active in efforts to establish free schools, despite considerable opposition to
such a project.
His entire fortune had been invested in his great
enterprises, and their equipment and maintenance
had been a severe drain upon his resources. 70 He
was compelled to mortgage some of his land for
$13,000, and a little later, while in Paris in 1826, he
again mortgaged some of his holding in Alachua
for the additional sum of 50,000 francs. 71 While his
plantations were growing in importance and had
benefited the territory and increased its population
they did not prove as financially successful as had
been expected. The most important reason for this
was that Levy was beset by litigation in connection
with his various land purchases, as well as from his
various co-owners, and this litigation continued to
harass him for a great many years. 72 Besides these
troubles the Indian war, known as the Seminole War,
had also affected his plantations. In December 1835
for instance, while his manager Jacob Verhein was
engaged in manufacturing sugar at one of his plantations near Micanopy, the sugar house and its contents were destroyed through fire by hostile InHouse Report No. 450, 27th Cong., 2nd. II p. 5 etc.
See St. Johns County Deed Book G pp. 11-19 where appears
the mortgage made by Moses E. Levy, planter of St. John’s
County, Florida but now residing at Paris, to Seraphina
Chauviteau (born Aloy) of Paris for 50,600 francs at 6%.
This mortgage is subject to a previous mortgage of $13,900
and mortgages, lands south of Lake George, as well as lands
at Travers Island, Black Creek, Cascowvilla (also spelled
Tuscowilla) Chacala, Cedar Swamp and English Big Spring.
I am indebted to Mrs. Katherine S. Lawson of St. Augustine
for this reference.
72. Ibid. Mr. T. Frederick Davis of Jacksonville has called my
attention to the fact that many of the papers in these law
suits comprising affidavits, testimony, etc., are on file in
the office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court at St. Augustine
in a drawer labeled “Spanish Papers” in a compartment of the
clerk’s vault marked “Arredondo Suits Exhibits.” See also
letter of George R. Fairbanks supra.
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dians. 73 The plantation itself had to be abandoned.
His manager Jacob Verhein thereupon removed
some of the property to a Micanopy military post,
but when this was threatened by the Indians, Major
Pierce, the commanding officer, ordered the property
to be destroyed in order to prevent its falling into
the hands of the Seminoles. Levy subsequently presented a claim to the government for its value, but
Congress decided against the claim, holding that the
property had been destroyed for the best interests
of the territory, and that it had been lost by the
fortunes of war. 74
In 1828 the citizens of St. Augustine became
greatly disturbed by a decision of the Federal Court
which seemed to intimate that the old inhabitants of
Florida had not become citizens by the treaty. This
decision was given wide publicity but it later appeared that the feeling it had aroused was unfounded. 75 However, to be on the safe side, Levy,
as well as many other citizens at the time, applied
anew for naturalization and their petitions were
granted as a matter of course. Levy accordingly
obtained a new certificate of citizenship in 1831. 76
We have already mentioned that the question of
Levy’s citizenship became of vital importance years
later. It came about in this way. David Levy, his
son and the future senator, had been admitted to
the bar in 1832 and had entered the political arena,
73. House Reports No. 236, 25th Congress, Third Session, Vol. 1.
74. Report No. 236. 25th Cong. 3rd, I. 236 etc.
75. See American Insurance Co. vs. Cauke 1 Peters 542. Also
Article in Florida Herald and Southern Democrat, Dec. 31,
1841.
76. Rep. 450, 76 etc. The present writer recently obtained from the
Secretary of State of Florida a photostat copy of this certificate which contains much interesting material. It was
granted by the Superior Court, East Florida, on October 17,
1831, and sets forth Levy’s declaration of intention as well
as the previous certificate dated March 18, 1822 which describes him as follows: Aged 40, single, five feet six, hair
black, forehead round, weight 180 pounds, eyes dark, nose
straight, mouth moderate, chin round, visage oval.
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though contrary to his father’s wishes. His political
rise was rapid. In 1836 he was elected to the Legislative Council from St. Johns county ; in 1837 he
was elected again. In 1838 he was a member of the
convention which framed the constitution of Florida,
and shortly afterward was chosen delegate in Congress from Florida. His right to his seat was thereupon challenged by the opposing faction on the
ground that he was an alien. 77 It was of course admitted that he had been born at St. Thomas which
was a Danish colony. He claimed his American
citizenship through the fact that his father had
become a citizen during his minority. In answer to
this his opponents argued that the father had not
been entitled to citizenship because he was not
actually in Florida on July 17, 1821, the date set
for the exchange of flags, and that therefore the certificate of citizenship which had been issued to him
was void. Many sessions were held by the Congressional committee, which took evidence on the
question whether Moses Levy was an actual resident
of Florida on the date mentioned. Many witnesses
were examined and, as heretofore mentioned, there
was a hopeless conflict of testimony, though even
the opposition conceded that Moses Levy on that
date was certainly within sight of the Florida shore,
but contended that he did not actually arrive until
four or five days later. 78 The point was therefore
made that if Moses Levy was not actually a resident
of Florida on July 17th, 1821, his citizenship was
invalid and could not enure to the benefit of his son.
It was also argued that the fact that he subsequently
77. Miscellaneous Document No. 57 supra p. 41. His right to hold
office had been challenged for the same reason in connection
with the previous offices which he had held but had been
decided in his favor. See article by the present writer “David
L. Yulee, Florida’s First Senator” where considerable additional detail and the various authorities are cited.
78. Barton’s report. Also Misc. Doc. No. 57 supra.
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obtained a new certificate of citizenship in 1831,
concerning which there could be no question, was of
no avail to the son, because it had been obtained
after the son had already passed his 21st birthday.
The Congressional hearings dragged on until 1842,
when Levy’s citizenship was finally sustained not
merely on the ground that there was a doubt as to
his actual arrival on July 17th, 1821, but because
he had repeatedly evinced his intention of becoming
a citizen and had purchased lands in Florida long
before that date, and was actually on his way to
St. Augustine. It was held that the spirit of the
legislation had been amply fulfilled. 79
At the time of these Congressional hearings,
Moses Levy had been estranged from his son for
several years. It is stated that this was due to
some unscrupulous politicians who had brought
about that result for political ends. 80 Despite this
situation however, the father appeared at the hearings and gave his testimony frankly. Even the
witnesses of the opposition testified at the hearings
that Moses Levy at all times had been a man of
character and integrity.
It is a curious fact, as appears from a letter of
Mr. George R. Fairbanks who was the attorney for
Moses Levy for several years, that the latter had
never told any of his children either the traditions
of his family, nor that Yulee had been their original
name. In the letter referred to, Mr. Fairbanks
states that these facts had been told him by his
client and that he himself had narrated them to
David Levy about 1845, who thereupon applied to
79. Ibid. The entire contest and testimony in full is given in
the various Congressional reports, particularly House Report
No. 450 supra p. 5. Several of the witnesses paid tribute to
the character and the service of Moses E. Levy.
80. Leon Huhner “David L. Yulee” supra where the various authorities are cited. Also letter of George R. Fairbanks supra.
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the court to have his name changed to Yulee. 81 His
brother Elias who then resided in Georgia, did the
same thing shortly afterward. In 1845 he was
elected to be the first senator from the new state
and served with distinction with only a brief interruption until he resigned in 1861, when Florida seceded from the Union. 82 After the struggle was
over, he rendered valuable services, in restoring
prosperity to Florida. Both surnames have been
perpetuated in Florida in the name of Levy county
and the towns of Yulee and Levyville.
Moses Levy resided in New York in 1838 but returned to St. Augustine in the latter part of 1841.
He was now land poor; his fortunes had dwindled
considerably and though he still owned vast tracts
of land, they were burdened with such intricate litigation that they were unsalable for this and other
reasons. He had been estranged from his sons for
years and felt his situation keenly. In fact, in the
course of his testimony before the Congressional
committee above mentioned, he referred to his land
ventures in Florida, as “purchases in this to me
unhappy country”. 83
Fortunately for him, however, in 1842 he made the
acquaintance of a young man who had recently become the Clerk of the United States Superior Court
at St. Augustine, George R. Fairbanks, who has left
us an interesting account of his relations with Levy
in the letter mentioned above which was published
in the Florida Historical Quarterly, the issue of
January 1940. He tells of becoming Levy’s attorney
and agent, and that after ten years his lands were
81. “The Acts and Resolves of a First General Assembly of the
State of Florida” Tallahassee, 1845 p. 38, from which it appears that Levy’s name was changed to “Eulee.” The change
to “Yulee” came later. See letter of George R. Fairbanks
supra.
82. Nicolay and Hay, Life of Lincoln Vol. III p. 181. New York
Herald October 11, 1886.
83. House Doc. 15, 27th Cong. 3rd II p. 1.
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free from litigation and he possessed enough land
and money to make him comfortable. Fairbanks
adds : “Mr. Moses E. Levy was a man universally
respected. His probity, large intelligence and benevolence were recognized by all. I hold him in the
highest regard and veneration. He was just and
generous in his business transactions.”
Moses E. Levy died at White Sulphur Springs in
Virginia on September 7, 1854, 84 survived by all his
four children, namely, Senator David Levy Yulee,
Elias L. Yulee, who resided in Georgia, and who
subsequently held Federal office at Olympia, in
Washington Territory, 85 his daughter Rahma who
had married Jonathan M. DaCosta of St. Thomas,
and another daughter Rachel who had married Abraham Pretto Henriques, likewise of St. Thomas. 86
Shortly after his death, his son David L. Yulee
applied for letters of administration in October
1854 and took charge of the administration of the
estate. 87 Subsequently, however, it appeared that
Moses E. Levy had left a will. This was filed for
probate on June 7, 1856 in the Circuit Court of
St. Augustine by B. A. Putnam one of the executors
therein named. The will had been executed at New
York on September 4, 1838 and bequeathed $100 to
each of his children, dividing the residue of his
estate equally between his two daughters and his
sister Rachel Benlisa of St. Thomas. Shortly after
the will had been filed, the record discloses that Captain Elias Yulee and his brother David entered suit
in the Probate Court of St. Johns county to break
their father’s will, but as a matter of fact the will
84. His death at White Sulphur Springs is also mentioned in
the Diary of Arthur M. Reid in possession of the St. Augustine
Historical Society,
85. Senate Report 381, 35th Cong. 2nd., I.
86. Note 11 supra.
87. The bond of David Levy Yulee as administrator was fixed
in the sum of $10,000 and is dated October 10, 1854. See
original in File P-6 at Court House in St. Augustine.
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was never broken nor was the will contest ever disposed of. Levy’s four children had effected a settlement among themselves and allowed Senator
Yulee to continue to manage the estate as administrator. Some of the real estate belonging to the
estate however had not been sold, and had evidently
acquired value in the course of time. A petition
was therefore submitted in 1915 and the will was
actually admitted to probate on December 16, 1915,
over sixty years after it had been originally filed.
Several of the descendants of Moses Elias Levy
have attained prominence in their respective
spheres. We have already mentioned the distinguished career of David L. Yulee. Among Levy’s
grand-children was Dr. Jacob Mendes DaCosta, who
had been born in St. Thomas in 1833, and after
studying in Paris and Vienna, had become Professor
of Medicine at Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. He made a number of brilliant contributions to practical medicine, became President of the
Association of American Physicians and also of
the College of Physicians at Philadelphia, and published a number of works which are still regarded
as classics. 88
Another grandson, Charles DaCosta studied law,
and became one of the leaders of the New York Bar
and a trustee of Columbia College. 89 Both Dr. Da88. See Appleton’s Cyclopedia of American Biography. J. C. Wilson, “Memoir of Jacob Mendes DaCosta, Phila. 1902.
89. History of the Bench and Bar of New York, N. Y., 1897. Vol.
I p. 290.
I desire to acknowledge the courtesy of Mrs. Katherine S.
Lawson of the St. Augustine Historical Society, to whom I am
indebted for some valuable material. My thanks are also due to
Hon. Samuel Yulee Way, the mayor of Orlando, who is a great
grandson of the subject of this sketch, to Hon. David R. Dunham,
to Mr. Hiram Faver of St. Augustine, Mr. T. Frederick Davis of
Jacksonville, Mr. Mills M. Lord, Jr., and to the Rev. M. D. Sasso
of St. Thomas for their replies to my various inquiries.
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Costa and his brother Charles DaCosta later became
members of the Episcopal Church. A great grandson of this Florida pioneer is Samuel Yulee Way,
the present mayor of Orlando.
One cannot but admire Moses Elias Levy’s vision
and courage in establishing important settlements
throughout Florida, not only in Alachua county, but
along the St. Johns river, on Tampa bay and elsewhere, as well as his indefatigable energy and
pluck in developing them in the face of enormous
obstacles and disappointments.
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